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(57) A data-overwriting technique that facilitates de-
termining whether data is new or old, when reading there-
of.

A tape recording apparatus includes: a receiving unit
for receiving information on overwrite starting position
and an overwrite request; a trying unit for trying to deter-
mine a beginning position of a data unit based on the
information on an overwrite starting position, wherein the
data unit is a unit of writing data recorded on a tape me-
dium; an overwrite executing unit for executing overwrit-
ing from the determined overwrite starting position in re-
sponse to a success of the determination by the trying
unit; and a type judging unit for judging whether the data
unit that is recorded at the overwrite starting position is
a null data unit or not in response to a failure of the de-
termination by the trying unit. The trying unit responds to
judgment that the data unit is the null data unit by trying
to determine a beginning of a data unit following the data
unit as the overwrite starting position.
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Description

[Field of the invention]

[0001] The present invention relates to a method for
overwriting data onto a tape recording apparatus, and
specifically to a technique for overwriting data that facil-
itates judgment on whether data is new or old when the
data is to be read.

[Background art]

[0002] Some tape drives such as those complying with
LTO (Linear Tape Open) limit an interval between data
units, i.e., units of writing and reading data, to a prede-
termined length or less (four meters or less in the LTO
standard) for taking account of reading sequential data
from a tape medium. Serial numbers are assigned to data
units that are written onto a tape medium, and recorded
onto the tape medium with the data units as management
information.
[0003] The above-described rules are also applied to
a case in which the data recorded onto the tape medium
is overwritten with another data. Even if the tape medium
has a fault such as damage, the faulty area is skipped
and data may be overwritten at a position within a pre-
determined length from the overwrite-specified position.
In such a case, however, since old data is left in the
skipped area, information indicating whether the data is
new or old is also recorded on the tape medium with the
data units as management information (Patent Docu-
ment 1).
[0004]  In the LTO standard, the information indicating
whether the data is new or old is called TapeWritePass
(TWP). TWP is started at one and incremented by one
each time when data is overwritten. It is assumed that,
in the case of data reading, a data unit with a certain
number is read and then another data unit with the same
number that is present within the predetermined length
from the first data unit is read. In that case, the data unit
with the bigger value of TWP is dealt as the latest data,
i.e., effective data.
[0005] That means a certain data unit cannot be de-
termined as the latest data immediately after the data
unit is read. In other words, in order to confirm that the
read data unit is valid, the data for the predetermined
length (four meters in the LTO standard) from the read
data unit needs to be read and confirmed that the data
does not include a data unit with the same data unit
number as that of the read data and also with the bigger
TWP than that of the read data. That requires quite com-
plicated processing.
[0006] That is why some conventional tape drives such
as those complying with LTO adopt a method below: as-
suming that data following the data unit with the number
N is to be overwritten, the method requires the data unit
with a new TWP value and the number N+1 to be written
in a predetermined range (several millimeters) from the

end of the data unit with the number N. In that manner,
the method ensures that the old data with the number
N+1 to be overwritten.
[0007] If data is overwritten in that manner, data unit
C with the number M (M=N+1) and TWP (M) (here, TWP
(N+1) > TWP (M) > = x) is not present between data unit
A with the number N and TWP (N) = x and data unit B
with the number N+1 and TWP (N+1) > = x, in principle.
Therefore, since the data unit A can be confirmed as a
valid data unit when the data unit B is found, quite a simple
method for judging validity of data can be provided. TWP
(i) indicates the TWP for the data unit with the number i.
[0008] Due to a fault such as damage to the tape me-
dium, the data following the data unit with the number N
cannot be written in the predetermined range (several
millimeters) from the end of the data unit with the number
N. In that case, information indicating that the write start-
ing position is shifted is kept in a cartridge memory pro-
vided for the tape medium. Even in the case in which the
data unit C is included as a result of shifting the write
starting position, the above-described simple method for
judging validity of data can be avoided in reading the data
in that area based on the information indicating that the
write stating position is shifted since the information is
recorded in the cartridge memory. Accordingly, the old
data cannot be mistaken for new data.

[Citation List]

[Patent Document]

[0009]

[Patent Document 1] WO 2003/083866

[Disclosure of the invention]

[Problems to be solved by the invention]

[0010] The cartridge memory provided for the tape me-
dium, however, may be physically broken or may not be
accessed due to a contact failure or the like, if not broken.
If the cartridge memory cannot be accessed, whether the
overwrite position has been shifted or not cannot be
checked by any means. In such a case, whether a data
unit with the bigger TWP is present within the predeter-
mined length or not needs to be checked one by one.
Therefore, the above-described conventional method
does not provide a perfect solution to avoid a complicated
reading method.
[0011]  Therefore, an object of the present invention
is to provide a tape recording apparatus, a data overwrite
control method, and a data overwrite control program
that can solve the above-described problems. In other
words, an object of the present invention is to facilitate
judgment on validity of read data whether or not the car-
tridge memory can be accessed.
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[Means for Solving the Problems]

[0012] The inventor has noticed that a data overwrite
position can be predicted to some extent since the se-
quential access device is basically adapted to add data
to the end of data that has already been recorded on the
tape medium. Then, the inventor has prepared a tape
medium with redundancy ensured by previously writing
one or more NULL data units before the EOD (End Of
Data) at the time of ending writing of data. Consequently,
the inventor has considered that the above-described ob-
ject is achieved by a tape recording apparatus that over-
writes data onto such a tape medium in a certain method.
[0013] Specifically, the present invention for achieving
the foregoing object is realized by the following tape re-
cording apparatus, which includes: a receiving unit for
receiving information on an overwrite starting position
and an overwrite request; a trying unit for trying to deter-
mine a beginning position of a data unit based on the
information on the overwrite starting position, wherein
the data unit is a unit of writing data recorded on a tape
medium; an overwrite executing unit for executing over-
writing from the determined overwrite starting position in
response to a success of the determination by the trying
unit; and a type judging unit for judging whether the data
unit that is recorded at the overwrite starting position is
a null data unit or not in response to a failure of the de-
termination by the trying unit. The trying unit responds to
judgment that the data unit is the null data unit by trying
to determine a beginning of a data unit following the data
unit as the overwrite starting position.
[0014] Preferably, the type judging unit judges whether
the following data unit is the null data unit or not in re-
sponse to a failure of the determination of the beginning
of the following data unit by the trying unit; and the trying
unit tries to determine a beginning of a data unit following
the following data unit as the overwrite starting position
in response to judgment that the following data unit is the
null data unit.
[0015] More preferably, processing by the type judging
unit is repeated each time when the trying unit fails in
determining the beginning of a judgment object data unit
until the judgment object data unit is judged to be not the
null data unit.
[0016] Preferably, the tape recording apparatus further
includes an error notifying unit for notifying an error in
response to the judgment that the data unit is not the null
data unit by the type judging unit.
[0017] Preferably, the tape recording apparatus further
includes a result judging unit for judging whether the over-
write executing unit succeeded in overwriting or not; and
an overwrite retrying unit for causing the overwrite exe-
cuting unit to retry overwriting from a beginning of a sec-
ond data unit that follows a first data unit on the condition
that the first data unit is the null data unit in response to
the judgment of a failure by the result judging unit, where-
in overwriting is failed for the first data unit. The retrial of
the overwriting by the overwrite retrying unit includes de-

termination processing on a beginning position of the
second data unit.
[0018] More preferably, the tape recording apparatus
further includes an error notifying unit for notifying an
error when the first data unit is not the null data unit.
[0019]  Yet more preferably, the overwrite retrying unit
causes the error notifying unit to notify an error in re-
sponse to the second judgment of a failure by the result
judging unit.
[0020] Although the present invention has been de-
scribed above as a tape recording apparatus, the present
invention can also be embodied as an overwrite control
method for controlling data overwriting or a control pro-
gram that is executed in such a tape recording apparatus,
or a storage medium that stores the control program.

[Advantages of the Invention]

[0021] According to the present invention, if a position
that is initially specified as an overwrite starting position
cannot be determined, the area is skipped and data over-
writing is retried on the following area on the condition
that a data unit that is recorded at the position that is
initially specified as an overwrite starting position is a null
data unit (NULL data) that has been prepared for the
purpose of offering redundancy to the overwrite position.
Since old data unit recorded at the area that has been
skipped for overwriting is a null data unit that can be dis-
tinguished from the user data, even if the data unit is read
in data reading, the data unit is not returned to the host
device as user data. Therefore, according to the present
invention, resistance to an error at the overwrite starting
position can be enhanced, which eliminates requirement
of recording that the overwrite position is shifted in a car-
tridge memory. Accordingly, the present invention facil-
itates judge processing on data validity in data reading
whether the cartridge memory is accessible or not. The
other advantages of the present invention can be under-
stood from the description of embodiments.

[Brief Description of the Drawings]

[0022]

[Figure 1]

Figure 1(a) is a diagram showing an example of
a configuration of a recording area of a tape me-
dium 10 complying with the LTO standard;

Figure 1(b) is a diagram showing an example of
an arrangement of bands 15 in an LTO data for-
mat;

Figure 1(c) is a diagram showing an example of
an arrangement of blocks 30 in the LTO data
format;
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[Figure 2]

Figure 2 (a) is a diagram showing the tape me-
dium 10 complying with the LTO standard in a
state in which data is written for the first time;

Figure 2 (b) is a diagram showing the tape me-
dium 10 shown in Figure 2 (a) on which data is
overwritten;

Figure 2 (c) is a diagram showing the tape me-
dium 10 shown in Figure 2 (a) on which a part
of the tape medium 10 was damaged and then
the data has been overwritten;

Figure 2 (d) is a diagram showing the tape me-
dium 10 shown in Figure 2 (a) in another state
on which a part of the tape medium 10 was dam-
aged and then data has been overwritten;

[Figure 3] Figure 3 is a diagram showing an example
of a hardware configuration of a tape recording ap-
paratus 100 according to an embodiment of the
present invention;

[Figure 4] Figure 4 is a diagram showing an example
of a functional configuration of the tape recording
apparatus 100 (controlling unit 150) according to an
embodiment of the present invention;

[Figure 5]

Figure 5 (a) is a diagram showing an example
of the tape medium 10 with redundancy ensured
at a position that is expected to be an overwrite
starting position for data in future;
Figure 5 (b) is a diagram showing the tape me-
dium 10 on which data is overwritten from the
beginning of a DS that has been specified to be
overwritten;

[Figure 6]

Figure 6 (a) is a diagram showing the tape me-
dium 10 with redundancy ensured and a begin-
ning position of the DS following the DS that has
been specified to be overwritten determined;
Figure 6 (b) is a diagram showing the tape me-
dium 10 shown in Figure 6 (a) on which data is
overwritten;

[Figure 7]

Figure 7 (a) is a diagram showing the tape me-
dium 10 with redundancy ensured on which the
overwriting of data at the position that has been
specified to be overwritten is failed;

Figure 7 (b) is a diagram showing the tape me-
dium 10 shown in Figure 7 (a) on which data is
successfully overwritten at a retrial;

Figure 7 (c) is a diagram showing the tape me-
dium 10 shown in Figure 7 (a) on which the over-
writing of data is failed at a retrial;

[Figure 8]

Figure 8 (a) is a diagram showing the tape me-
dium 10 with redundancy ensured on which de-
termination and overwriting are failed at the po-
sition that has been specified to be overwritten;
Figure 8 (b) is a diagram showing the tape me-
dium 10 shown in Figure 8 (a) on which data is
successfully overwritten at a retrial; and

[Figure 9] Figure 9 is a flowchart showing a flow of
data overwrite processing in the tape recording ap-
paratus 100 according to the embodiment.

[Description of Embodiments]

[0023] While the preferred embodiments of the present
invention will be described in detail hereinafter with ref-
erence to accompanying drawings, it is to be understood
that the following embodiments are not intended to limit
the invention according to the claims, and all of the com-
binations of features described in the embodiments are
not always essential to the solving means of the inven-
tion. The same components are designated by the same
reference numerals through the description of the em-
bodiments.
[0024] Although the present invention will be described
below by taking an example of a tape recording apparatus
complying with the LTO (Linear Tape Open) standard,
the present invention is not limited to be applied to the
tape recording apparatus complying with the LTO stand-
ard. The present invention can be applied to any tape
recording apparatus, if only the tape recording apparatus
can read and write data from and onto a tape medium
on which a null data unit that can be distinguished from
user data is written before a data unit that indicates the
end of the user data (the EOD in the LTO standard). The
LTO standard is an open format standard jointly devel-
oped by Hewlett-Packard, IBM, and Seagate (now,
Quantum).
[0025] Before starting to describe the present inven-
tion, an arrangement of the recording area of a tape me-
dium complying with the LTO standard will be described
with reference to Figure 1. As shown in Figure 1(a), the
tape medium 10 has a plurality of bands 15 arranged
along a longitudinal direction of the tape medium 10 be-
tween BOT (Beginning Of Tape) and EOT (End Of Tape).
On both sides of each of the plurality of bands 15, servo
tracks 20 for controlling a data write position are provided
along the longitudinal direction.
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[0026] As shown in Figure 1(b), each of the bands 15
has multiple data tracks 25 arranged along the longitu-
dinal direction of the tape medium 10. The width in the
short-side direction of the tape medium 10 in each of the
data tracks 25 is the width into which data is written by
the tape recording apparatus at a time. Each of the data
tracks 25 has a plurality of blocks 30 along the longitu-
dinal direction of the tape medium 10. Each of the blocks
30 contains a plurality of data sets (Data Set, DS) 35.
[0027] The tape recording apparatus complying with
the LTO standard reads and writes data by the unit of
DS 35. That is, in the LTO standard, the data unit that is
the unit of reading and writing data is called the DS 35.
As shown in Figure 1(c), serial numbers, i.e., DS num-
bers, are assigned to the DS 35 in order from the begin-
ning position of the tape medium 10. The DS 35 consists
of two areas of a data area and a Data Set Information
Table (DSIT). In the data area, literally user data is re-
corded, while in the DSIT area, management information
for managing the DS 35 is recorded.
[0028] The management information contained in the
DSIT includes the DS number and the TapeWritePass
(TWP). Here, the TWP is information used in judging
whether the data is old or not. When data is recorded for
the first time, the TWP value is one, and the value is
incremented by one each time data is overwritten.
[0029] With reference to Figure 2, a method for judging
whether the data is new or old based on the TWP and
problems in conventional data overwriting will be de-
scribed. It is assumed that data is recorded in order such
as DS#N-1, DS#N ..., at first in portions (a position 200
to a position 206) on the tape medium 10, as shown in
Figure 2(a). Each DS is data that is written onto the tape
medium 10 for the first time, thus, the value of the TWP
of each DS indicates one.
[0030] The result of overwriting data from the begin-
ning of DS#N that is recorded at the position 202 on the
tape medium 10 in such a state as shown in Figure 2 (a)
is shown in Figure 2(b). In Figure 2(b), since DS#N,
DS#N+1, and DS#N+2 that are respectively recorded at
from the position 202 to the position 206 are overwriting
data, the value of each TWP is incremented by one to
be two.
[0031] Now, it is assumed that the area at the position
202 cannot be written (but can be read) due to damage
or sticking of a foreign matter such as dust or the like to
the surface of the tape medium 10. If data cannot be
written onto the tape medium 10 for some reasons, the
LTO standard allows the data to be kept written within
four meters from the faulty portion on the tape medium
10 after storing information indicating that the area is
skipped in the cartridge memory. Accordingly, by the con-
ventional overwriting method, the faulty position 202 is
skipped and the data is overwritten from the position 204
as shown in Figure 2(c). Since DS#N that is recorded at
the position 204 is overwriting data, the value of the TWP
is incremented by one to be two.
[0032] Now, it is assumed that data is read from the

tape medium 10 in the state as shown in Figure 2(c).
Here, DS with the number N is obtained twice serially.
However, referring to the values of the TWP of both DS’s,
the TWP of DS#N at the position 202 has the value of
one, while the TWP of DS#N at the position 204 has the
value of two. Therefore, it is understood that DS#N at the
position 204, which has the larger values of the TWP, is
the later data. As such, the LTO standard allows whether
the data is new or old to be judged according to the values
of the TWP.
[0033] Since one DS has been skipped in the example
shown in Figure 2(c), validity of DS#N at the position 202
can be immediately judged when DS#N at the following
position 204 is read. The conventional overwriting meth-
od, however, allows the data to be kept written within four
meters from the faulty portion on the tape medium 10
after storing information indicating that the area is
skipped in the cartridge memory as described above. As
the result, in actual cases, the plurality of DS’s that cannot
be written may be skipped and data may be overwritten
as shown in Figure 2(d). In the example shown in Figure
2(d), validity of DS#N at the position 202 cannot be
judged until DS#N at the position 206 that is two positions
later than the position 202, if the information in writing
that is recorded in the cartridge memory is not used. As
such, in the conventional overwriting method, when the
information in the cartridge memory is not available, data
for four meters from any read DS needs to be read in
order to confirm that the read DS is valid.
[0034] Then, in order to solve the above-described
problems, the present invention offers redundancy to the
position that is expected to be the overwrite starting po-
sition for the data in future on the tape medium 10. That
is, since the sequential access device is basically adapt-
ed to add data to the end of data that has already been
recorded on the tape medium 10, the present invention
previously writes one or more NULL DS’s that can be
distinguished from the user data before the end of a se-
ries of DS’s, i.e., before the EOD, when the data is to be
written as shown in Figure 5(a).
[0035] Even if NULL DS is read in data reading, the
NULL DS is not returned to a host device. The number
of DSs to be written for the purpose of offering redun-
dancy is empirically obtained, such as two, for example.
Two or the like NULL DSs written at the end of writing
may little affect the writing performance. Since the NULL
DSs are to be overwritten by the user data later unless
an error occurs in that data overwriting, the NULL DSs
do not reduce the capacity of the tape medium 10. The
data overwriting method according to an embodiment of
the present invention to such a tape medium 10 will be
described later with reference to Figure 4 to Figure 9.
[0036] Figure 3 shows an example of a hardware con-
figuration of a tape recording apparatus 100 to which an
embodiment of the present invention is applied. The tape
recording apparatus 100 includes an interface 110, a
buffer 120, a recording channel 130, a read and write
head 140, a controlling unit 150, a positioning unit 160,
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a motor driver 170, and a motor 180.
[0037] The communication interface 110 communi-
cates with the host device over a network. For example,
the communication interface 110 receives, from the host
device, a write command to instruct the writing of data
onto a tape medium 10 and user data to be written. The
communication interface 110 also receives, from the host
device, a read command to instruct reading of data from
the tape medium 10. The communication interface 110
further receives, from the host device, a locate command
to instruct the write position and the read position. When
data has been already recorded at the position at which
the writing of data is instructed, the write command is an
overwrite command.
[0038] When the tape recording apparatus 100 and
the host device communicate with each other by an SCSI
interface, for example, the write command corresponds
to Write command, the read command corresponds to
Read command, and the locate command corresponds
to Locate command.
[0039] The buffer 120 is a memory for temporarily stor-
ing data to be written onto the tape medium 10 and data
read from the tape medium 10. For example, the buffer
120 is formed of a DRAM (Dynamic Random Access
Memory). The recording channel 130 is a communication
path used for writing the data stored in the buffer 120
onto the tape medium 10 or for temporarily storing the
data read from the tape medium 10 in the buffer 120.
[0040] The read and write head 140 has a data read
and write element, performs the writing of data onto the
tape medium 10, and performs the reading of data from
the tape medium 10. The read and write head 140 ac-
cording to the embodiment also has a servo read ele-
ment, and reads signals from servo tracks provided on
the tape medium 10. The positioning unit 160 instructs
the read and write head 140 to move in a short-side di-
rection (width direction) of the tape medium 10. The motor
driver 170 drives the motor 180.
[0041] The controlling unit 150 controls the entire tape
recording apparatus 100. Specifically, the controlling unit
150 controls the writing and overwriting of data onto the
tape medium 10, and controls the reading of data from
the tape medium 10 according to the commands received
through the communication interface 110. The controlling
unit 150 also controls the positioning unit 160 according
to the signal read from the servo track. The controlling
unit 150 further controls movement of the motor 180
through the positioning unit 160 and the motor driver 170.
Note that the motor driver 170 may be connected directly
to the controlling unit 150. The data overwrite control by
the controlling unit 150 according to the embodiment of
the present invention will be described later with refer-
ence to Figure 4 to Figure 9.
[0042] The controlling unit 150 as described above is
achieved by a CPU, RAM and ROM (not shown). Here,
the ROM stores programs for allowing the controlling unit
150 to provide the foregoing functions after the tape re-
cording apparatus 100 is started. The programs contain-

ing a boot program to be executed by the CPU when the
tape recording apparatus 100 is started, and containing
the control program for controlling the overwriting of data
according to the embodiment of the present invention.
The CPU executes the programs by using the RAM.
[0043] Figure 4 shows an example of a functional con-
figuration of the controlling unit 150 of the tape recording
apparatus 100 according to an embodiment of the
present invention. The controlling unit 150 includes a re-
ceiving unit 400, a trying unit 405, a type judging unit 410,
an overwrite executing unit 415, a result judging unit 420,
an overwrite retrying unit 425, and an error notifying unit
430.
[0044] The receiving unit 400 receives information on
an overwrite starting position and an overwrite request.
The information is passed from the communication inter-
face 110 to the controlling unit 150, i.e., the receiving unit
400. The information on the overwrite starting position
and the overwrite request that are received from the re-
ceiving unit 400 are then passed to the trying unit 405,
which will be described later.
[0045] The trying unit 405 tries to determine the begin-
ning position of the data unit, the DS, i.e., a unit of writing
data that is recorded on the tape medium 10 based on
the information on the overwrite starting position that is
passed from the receiving unit 400. In order to determine
the beginning position of the DS, which is to be the over-
write starting position, the detailed ending position of the
DS that is just before the DS concerned needs to be
determined. This is because the existing valid data might
be deleted. When the reading of the signals from the
servo tracks becomes unstable due to damage or sticking
of a foreign mater such as dust or the like to the surface
of the tape medium 10, the detailed ending position of
the DS that is just before the DS concerned cannot be
determined. Therefore, the trying unit 405 cannot deter-
mine the beginning position of the DS, which is to be the
overwrite starting position.
[0046]  If the trying unit 405 cannot determine the be-
ginning position of the DS as the overwrite starting posi-
tion, the trying unit 405 passes the DS number of the DS
that is specified as the overwrite starting position to the
type judging unit 410, which will be described later. When
the trying unit 405 can determine the beginning position
of the DS as the overwrite starting position, the trying unit
405 passes the determined overwrite starting position to
the overwrite executing unit 415, which will be described
later.
[0047] In response to a failure of determination of the
overwrite starting position by the trying unit 405, the type
judging unit 410 judges whether the DS that is recorded
at the overwrite starting position can be distinguished
from the user data, i.e., NULL (NULL DS) or not. The
type judging unit 410 does the determination by reading
the type of the DS recorded in the DSIT from the flag
indicating the type, for example. Alternatively, the type
judging unit 410 may judge whether the DS is the NULL
DS or not from the information that is recorded in other
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than the DSIT.
[0048] When the type judging unit 410 judges that the
DS recorded at the overwrite starting position is the NULL
DS, the type judging unit 410 notifies the trying unit 405
of the judgment result. In that case, in response to the
judgment result by the type judging unit 410 that the DS
is the NULL DS, the trying unit 405 tries to determine the
beginning position of the next DS following to the DS as
the new overwrite starting position. When the trying unit
405 fails in determining the beginning position of the next
DS, the type judging unit 410 judges whether the next
DS is the NULL DS or not in response to the failure of
determination of the beginning position of the next DS
by the trying unit 405. In response to the judgment result
by the type judging unit 410 that the next DS is the NULL
DS, the trying unit 405 tries to determine the beginning
position of the further next DS that follows to the next DS
as the latest overwrite starting position again.
[0049] As such, the processing by the type judging unit
410 is repeated each time when the trying unit 405 fails
in determining the beginning of the DS to be judged until
the judgment object DS is judged as not the NULL DS.
When the type judging unit 410 judges that the judgment
object DS is not the NULL DS, the type judging unit 410
notifies the error notifying unit 430, which will be de-
scribed later, of the judgment result.
[0050] In that manner, when the specified overwrite
starting position cannot be determined, the tape record-
ing apparatus 100 according to the embodiment of the
present invention tries to keep overwriting by skipping
the area on the condition that the DS recorded at the
position that is specified to be overwritten is the NULL
DS that can be distinguished from the user data. This is
because, if the DS recorded at the position that is spec-
ified to be overwritten is the NULL DS and that NULL DS
is left on the tape medium 10, that left DS is not returned
to the host device as the user data in the data reading.
[0051] In response to the success of determination of
the overwrite starting position by the trying unit 405, the
overwrite executing unit 415 executes overwriting from
the determined overwrite starting position. The overwrit-
ing of data by the overwrite executing unit 415 is the same
as the overwriting of data, i.e., writing of data, by the
conventional tape recording apparatus. Here, it is as-
sumed that, before starting the overwriting, the overwrite
executing unit 415 keeps the ending position of the DS
to which the data is to be overwritten.
[0052] The result judging unit 420 judges whether the
overwriting by the overwrite executing unit 415 succeed-
ed or not. Specifically, when the overwrite executing unit
415 writes the DS onto the overwrite starting position of
the tape medium 10, the result judging unit 420 immedi-
ately checks that the DS can be read and judges whether
the DS is recorded or not.
[0053] When the DS is successfully written, the result
judging unit 420 notifies the overwrite executing unit 415
of the judgment result of the overwriting success. Then,
the overwrite executing unit 415 keeps the overwrite

processing. If the DS is not successfully written, the result
judging unit 420 notifies the overwrite retrying unit 425,
which will be described later, of the judgment result of
the overwriting failure.
[0054] In response to the judgment that the overwriting
failed by the result judging unit 420, the overwrite retrying
unit 425 causes the overwrite executing unit 415 to try
the overwriting from the beginning of the second DS that
follows the first DS again on the condition that the first
DS, to which the overwriting is failed, is the NULL DS. If
the first DS is not the NULL DS, the overwrite retrying
unit 425 notifies the error notifying unit 430, which will be
described later, that the first DS is not the NULL DS. The
overwrite executing unit 415 tries to determine the be-
ginning position of the second DS based on the kept end-
ing position of the DS to which the overwriting is failed.
[0055] As such, the overwrite retrying unit 425 allows
for the failure of the overwriting of DS at the overwrite
starting position only once. This is because: generally,
since a partly overwritten DS is not a perfect DS, the tape
recording apparatus 100 recognizes the DS as garbage.
The tape recording apparatus 100, however, may read
the partly overwritten DS by accident. If only one of such
a partly overwritten DS is present, the DS with the same
DS number as that of the partly overwritten DS and with
the bigger TWP value is present immediately after the
partly overwritten DS. Therefore, validity of the acciden-
tally read DS can be immediately judged.
[0056]  If a plurality of partly overwritten DSs are
present, it is also required to read sequential plurality of
DSs in order to judge validity of the DSs. That is, com-
plicated processing is required to judge validity of the
DSs. Therefore, in the present invention, the overwrite
retrying unit 425 allows for the failure of the overwriting
of DS at the overwrite starting position only once.
[0057] If the overwrite executing unit 415 fails in over-
writing the second DS from the beginning, the judgment
result of the overwriting failure is notified from the result
judging unit 420 to the overwrite retrying unit 425 again.
In that case, since the failure is the second overwriting
failure, the overwrite retrying unit 425 notifies the error
notifying unit 430, which will be described later, of the
judgment result of the overwriting failure without allowing
to retry the overwriting.
[0058] In response to the judgment by the type judging
unit 410 that the DS is not the NULL DS, the error notifying
unit 430 notifies the host device of the error indicating
the overwriting failure. In response to the reception of the
judgment result of the overwriting failure from the over-
write retrying unit 425, the error notifying unit 430 notifies
the host device of the error indicating the overwriting fail-
ure.
[0059] Now, the fact that the judgment of validity of DS
is not complicated when the tape recording apparatus
100 according to the embodiment of the present invention
overwrites the data will be specifically described with ref-
erence to Figure 5 to Figure 8. As described above, Fig-
ure 5(a) shows an example of the tape medium 10 on
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which the tape recording apparatus 100 according to the
embodiment of the present invention has an effect. As
apparent from Figure 5(a), two NULL DSs (DS numbers
= N, N+1, TWP = 1) are recorded between EOD (DS
number = N+2, TWP = 1) and the user data (DS number
= N-1, TWP = 1) on the tape medium 10.
[0060] It is assumed that the receiving unit 400 re-
ceives an overwrite request with the DS recorded at the
position 504 being the overwrite starting position for the
tape medium 10 in that state. First, consider a case in
which the beginning of the DS that is recorded at the
position 504 (see an arrow 510) is successfully deter-
mined by the trying unit 405 and the overwriting by the
overwrite executing unit 415 succeeds. The tape medium
10 after subjected to the overwriting under the condition
is shown in Figure 5(b). In that case, since the overwriting
starts at the position 504 that is initially specified as the
overwrite starting position, the tape medium 10 shown in
Figure 5(b) does not have an old, i.e., invalid DS.
[0061] Now, consider a case in which determination of
the specified overwrite starting position is failed (see an
arrow 512) but the type judging unit 410 confirms that
the DS recorded at the position 504 is the NULL DS, the
trying unit 405 succeeds in determining the beginning of
the next DS (see an arrow 514) and the overwrite exe-
cuting unit 415 succeeds in overwriting as shown in Fig-
ure 6(a). The tape medium 10 after subjected to the over-
writing under the condition is shown in Figure 6(b). In that
case, the DS at the position 504 is skipped and the over-
writing starts at the DS at the position 506. As a result,
an old DS is left at the position 504. Since the DS is the
NULL DS, even if the DS is read in the reading, the DS
is not returned to the host device, thus, the validity judge
processing does not become complicated.
[0062] Now, consider a case in which the trying unit
405 succeeds in determining the specified overwrite
starting position (see an arrow 516) but the overwrite
executing unit 415 fails in overwriting as shown in Figure
7(a). As described above, in the present invention, the
failure of the overwriting is allowed for only once. Here,
consider a case in which the overwrite executing unit 415
succeeds in overwriting the next DS that is recorded at
the position 506.
[0063] Figure 7(b) shows the tape medium 10 after
subjected to the overwriting under such a condition. In
that case, since the overwriting starts at the DS at the
position 506, the partly overwritten DS at the position 504
is left as it is. Even if the DS at the position 504 is read
by accident, since the DS with the same DS number and
the bigger TWP value than that of the DS concerned is
present at the immediately next position 506, the validity
judge processing does not become complicated.
[0064] If the overwriting of the next DS recorded at the
position 506 is also failed, a plurality of partly overwritten
DSs are left as shown in Figure 7(c). For that reason, in
order to judge validity of the DS’s, a plurality of following
DS’s need to be read. Since that complicates the validity
judge processing, the second and later overwriting failure

is not allowed for.
[0065] Finally, consider a case in which the determi-
nation of the specified overwrite starting position is failed
(see an arrow 520) but the type judging unit 410 confirms
that the DS recorded at the position 504 is the NULL DS
and the trying unit 405 succeeds in determining the be-
ginning of the next DS (see an arrow 522) as shown in
Figure 8(a). However, here, unlike the case shown in
Figure 6, the overwrite executing unit 415 fails in over-
writing for the DS at the position 506 and succeeds in
overwriting for the DS at the position 508 for the first time
in this case.
[0066] Figure 8(b) shows the tape medium 10 after
subjected to the overwriting under such a condition. In
that case, the DS at the position 504 is skipped and the
overwriting starts at the position 506. As a result, an old
DS is left at the position 504. Since the DS is the NULL
DS, the DS is not returned to the host device, even if the
DS is read in reading, thus, that does not complicate the
validity judge processing. Since the overwriting starts at
the DS at the position 508, the partly overwritten DS at
the position 506 is left as it is. Even if the DS at the position
506 is read by accident, since the DS with the bigger
TWP value than that of the DS concerned is present at
the immediately next position 508, the validity judge
processing does not become complicated. As such,
wherever the overwrite starting position is, the failure of
the overwriting is allowed for only once.
[0067] Now, operations of the tape recording appara-
tus 100 according to the embodiment will be described
with reference to the flowchart shown in Figure 9. The
flowchart shown in Figure 9 starts when a data overwrite
request is received from the host device (step 900). The
tape recording apparatus 100 sets the DS number X of
the DS at which the data overwriting starts to a counter
i (step 905). Then, the tape recording apparatus 100 tries
to determine the beginning position of the DS of the DS
number i (step 910).
[0068] If the beginning position of the DS of the DS
number i cannot be determined (step 910: NO), the tape
recording apparatus 100 judges whether the DS of the
DS number i is the NULL DS or not (step 915). When the
DS of the DS number i is the NULL DS (step 915: YES),
the tape recording apparatus 100 increments the value
of the counter i by one (step 920), and returns to step
910. As such, when the overwrite starting position cannot
be determined, the tape recording apparatus 100 tries to
determine the beginning position by shifting the overwrite
starting position to the next DS as far as the DS for which
the overwrite starting position cannot be determined is
the NULL DS.
[0069] When the beginning position of the DS of the
DS number i can be determined at step 910, the tape
recording apparatus 100 sets the value of the counter i
to the overwrite starting position A and keeps the over-
write starting position (step 925). Then, the tape record-
ing apparatus 100 executes the overwriting from the de-
termined beginning position of the DS of the DS number
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i (step 930). The tape recording apparatus 100 judges
whether the overwriting of the DS of the DS number i
succeeded or not (step 935). When the overwriting on
the DS of the DS number i succeeded (step 935: YES),
the tape recording apparatus 100 keeps the overwrite
processing until no data is left (step 937). Then, the
processing ends.
[0070] If the overwriting on the DS of the DS number
i is failed at step 935, the tape recording apparatus 100
judges whether the DS to which the overwriting is failed
is the NULL DS or not (S940). When the DS is the NULL
DS (S940: YES), the operation proceeds to step 945.
Then, the tape recording apparatus 100 increments the
value of the counter i by one and judges whether the
value of the counter i is equal to the value of the overwrite
starting position A incremented by one or not (step 950).
When the value of the counter i is equal to the value of
the overwrite starting position A incremented by one (step
950: YES), the tape recording apparatus 100 tries to de-
termine the beginning position of the DS of the DS
number i as a new overwrite starting position (step 955).
[0071] When the beginning position of the DS of the
DS number i can be determined (step 955: YES), the
operation returns to step 930, where the tape recording
apparatus 100 executes the overwriting from the deter-
mined beginning position of the DS of the DS number i.
If the DS of the DS number i is not the NULL DS at step
915, if the DS for which the overwriting is failed is not the
NULL DS at step 940, if the value of the counter i is not
equal to the value of the overwrite starting position A
incremented by one at step 905, or if the beginning po-
sition of the DS of the DS number i cannot be determined
at step 955, the operation proceeds to step 960, where
the tape recording apparatus 100 notifies the host device
of the overwriting error. Then, the operation ends.
[0072] As described above, in the tape recording ap-
paratus 100 according to the embodiment of the present
invention, whether the overwrite starting position is shift-
ed or not need not to be checked by accessing the car-
tridge memory in reading data. That means the process-
ing for judging the data validity is not complicated when
the cartridge memory cannot be accessed. Moreover,
overwrite retrying need not be forbidden by considering
that the processing for judging the data validity is com-
plicated when the cartridge memory cannot be accessed.
In the tape recording apparatus 100 according to the em-
bodiment of the present invention, the data unit of a par-
ticular type that can be distinguished from the user data
can be skipped for retrying the overwriting as far as the
data unit is in such a type.
[0073] Although the present invention has been de-
scribed above by use of the embodiment, the technical
scope of the present invention is not limited to that de-
scribed in the foregoing embodiment. It is apparent to
those skilled in the art that various changes or modifica-
tions can be added to the foregoing embodiment. There-
fore, as a matter of course, embodiments to which such
changes or modifications are added can also be included

in the technical scope of the present invention.

Claims

1. A tape recording apparatus, comprising:

a receiving unit for receiving information on an
overwrite starting position and an overwrite re-
quest;
a trying unit for trying to determine a beginning
position of a data unit based on the information
on the overwrite starting position, wherein the
data unit is a unit of writing data recorded on a
tape medium;
an overwrite executing unit for executing over-
writing from the determined overwrite starting
position in response to a success of the deter-
mination by said trying unit; and
a type judging unit for judging whether the data
unit that is recorded at the overwrite starting po-
sition is a null data unit or not in response to a
failure of the determination by said trying unit;
wherein
said trying unit responds to judgment that the
data unit is the null data unit by trying to deter-
mine a beginning of a data unit following the data
unit as the overwrite starting position.

2. The tape recording apparatus according to claim 1,
wherein
said type judging unit judges whether the following
data unit is the null data unit or not in response to a
failure of the determination of the beginning of the
following data unit by said trying unit; and
said trying unit tries to determine a beginning of a
data unit following the following data unit as the over-
write starting position in response to judgment that
the following data unit is the null data unit.

3. The tape recording apparatus according to claim 2,
wherein
processing by said type judging unit is repeated each
time when said trying unit fails in determining the
beginning of a judgment object data unit until the
judgment object data unit is judged to be not the null
data unit.

4. The tape recording apparatus according to claim 1,
further comprising an error notifying unit for notifying
an error in response to the judgment that the data
unit is not the null data unit by said type judging unit.

5. The tape recording apparatus according to claim 1,
further comprising:

a result judging unit for judging whether said
overwrite executing unit succeeded in overwrit-
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ing or not; and
an overwrite retrying unit for causing said over-
write executing unit to retry overwriting from a
beginning of a second data unit that follows a
first data unit on the condition that the first data
unit is the null data unit in response to the judg-
ment of a failure by said result judging unit,
wherein overwriting is failed for the first data unit.

6. The tape recording apparatus according to claim 5,
further comprising an error notifying unit for notifying
an error when the first data unit is not the null data
unit.

7. The tape recording apparatus according to claim 6,
wherein said overwrite retrying unit causes said error
notifying unit to notify an error in response to the
second judgment of a failure by said result judging
unit.

8. A control method for controlling data overwriting in
a tape recording apparatus, comprising:

receiving of information on an overwrite starting
position and an overwrite request;
trying to determine a beginning position of a data
unit based on the information on the overwrite
starting position, wherein the data unit is a unit
of writing data recorded on a tape medium;
executing overwriting from the determined over-
write starting position in response to a success
of the determination;
judging whether the data unit that is recorded at
the overwrite starting position is a null data unit
or not in response to a failure of the determina-
tion; and
responding to judgment that the data unit is the
null data unit by retrying to determine a begin-
ning of a data unit following the data unit as the
overwrite starting position.

9. A control program product for controlling data over-
writing in a tape recording apparatus, wherein the
control program product causes the tape recording
apparatus to execute:

receiving of information on an overwrite starting
position and an overwrite request;
trying to determine a beginning position of a data
unit based on the information on the overwrite
starting position, wherein the data unit is a unit
of writing data recorded on a tape medium;
executing overwriting from the determined over-
write starting position in response to a success
of the determination;
judging whether the data unit that is recorded at
the overwrite starting position is a null data unit
or not in response to a failure of the determina-

tion; and
responding to judgment that the data unit is the
null data unit by retrying to determine a begin-
ning of a data unit following the data unit as the
overwrite starting position.
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